Undertaking administration work on behalf of State Government, without costs being considered, is an ongoing
issue. An example is the collection and remitting of the Fire Service Levy. While each instance of this is small in
its own right, these activities add up. There are also several mandated services (planning, libraries) where
revenue does not cover costs.
The loss of funding from the period the financial assistance grants were frozen cannot be recovered, it is
anticipated the cost to Campaspe Shire of this was approximately $750,000 over the three years.
Moving statutory requirements often also lead to increased costs to Council, for example line clearance for tree
branches and the reporting requirement for domestic violence.
B. Fairness, equity and adequacy of rating systems and C. Impact of rate capping policies
We currently have a long term financial sustainability risk, and this is due to a number of factors which include
rate capping. Council’s rating strategy as set out in our 17/18 adopted budget is to stay within the rate cap
limits set by the State Government providing that (a) the actions outlined in our Council Plan relating to the
infrastructure and service delivery sections result in an improved and sustainable operating result; and (b) there
are no new identified major projects. Council intends only to consider a rate variation where it is tightly coupled
to a demonstrated, documented and measurable benefit to rate payers.
Campaspe Shire has made comment on the recent change moving to annual valuations, while commitments
have been made by the State Government that costs will not increase, there are several factors which are not
yet known and of concern, particularly with the change of data ownership.
D. Capacity for rural and regional councils to meet responsibilities for flood planning and preparation, and
maintenance of flood mitigation infrastructure
In terms of flood infrastructure, there are assets (such as levee banks in national and state parks along river
reserves) that were informally constructed (due to a need at a point in time) that have no defined level of
service, have not been maintained and are currently effectively ‘orphaned’. Parks don’t want them as they are
not ‘protecting’ their assets nor do they have the budgets or equipment to maintain them, CMA’s don’t want
them for similar reasons, farmers don’t want to be held responsible for maintaining them even if DELWP would
let them. Some are arguing that Councils have the plant, the people, the expertise, the community benefit etc –
however these “orphan” assets are not costed and need ongoing funding to move under Council control.
The other impact to Councils in terms of floods and other disasters which is not often considered, is the loss to
the community in terms of productivity, business and clean up. This is an economic impact which may be
indirect, but does impact Council’s, often through having to re‐direct resources (people, plant) to disaster
recovery at the expense of other Council activities.
E. Maintenance of local road and bridge networks
Campaspe Shire is working hard to manage to a (small) annual operational surplus, however this will not bridge
the growing renewal gap which requires capital funding. Campaspe sets its capital budget as its depreciation +
roads to recovery and other capital grants. We know over time this allocation will not meet renewal needs.
Campaspe Shire seeks improved asset renewal funding, particularly for roads and bridges which are the
backbone of rural living and drive economic health in regional areas (access to markets).
Other items in this area that directly impact on Council’s sustainability and operational challenges, are:


85% of Australia’s roads are held by local government, so the economy of the country 1st Km, last Km
and the commerce interstate and the unsupported damage of infrastructure is paid for by people who
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don’t benefit from it. (locals pay for costs incurred in interstate commerce without necessarily getting
the revenue.)


NHVR are expecting and economic development of the regions is best supported by infrastructure that
meets the needs of businesses. Large and medium businesses are driving down the PBS (points benefit
system) designs of heavy vehicles. PBS is best practice as it eliminates poorly designed vehicles and sets
standards that mean businesses get purpose built vehicles for their uses, with road safety, fuel
efficiency, load capacity and traffic density benefits and this will drive economic gains in transport. (I
have seen this work in NZ and I believe it is the route in Central Europe.) PBS vehicles almost
automatically suit state roads as they are large, long with bespoke amendments for the different
services they provide, but will over the next 5 years place extremely large emphasis on Councils to
amend their road systems or the program will not work.
o If the Federal Government go hard down this route the owners of the 85% in rural areas will be
again fishing for improvement money for benefits they may not see.
o How can Councils sell to ratepayers the idea of widening and vastly improving the design and
sight lines, for example, on road not at intervention or whose traffic, on a numbers basis,
doesn’t make it work.



2/3 of bridges in Victoria are owned by local government and 25% are in a poor or very poor condition,
renewals and remediation for these is an immediate concern for mainly rural Councils as they own the
majority of those in poor condition (approximately 60%) and have the lowest rating bases, discretionary
funding and commercial or non‐rates revenues.



Essential Services Commission requires or requests forewarning of rates rises above the cap, however
rural Council on top of the above have lower resources to meet their expectations : see the NAMAF
conversation where Councils are going backwards and mainly rural councils.
o Structurally the rural councils don’t have the attractiveness of metropolitan councils for staff,
and are at greater risk or retention or succession risk and do not have a great consultant or
contractor base to plug gaps at reasonable costs.



Of ESC’s 2016/7 9 rate variation requests 6 were from Shires and 5 of those cited infrastructure as the
reason for both application for a cap review and acceptance of it. (The infrastructure couldn’t be
renewed and the Council sound without the variation.) Those shires would not be sustainable at an
infrastructure level without a rate variance. Campaspe Shire believes these requests will grow.

F. Weed and pest animal control


Rural roadside weeds and pest animal control program
o We are currently meeting our obligations for section under the Catchment and Land Protection
(CaLP) Act 1994 Part 3 to eradicate regionally prohibited weeds and prevent the growth and
spread of regionally controlled weeds on the roadside of a municipal road due to the funding
from the State Government for the Roadside Weed and Pests Program. This is our second year
of receiving funding of $75,000 to treat the roadside weeds identified in our Roadside Weed
and Pest Animal Control Plan.
 Without this funding, we do not have the budget of $75,000 to treat these roadside
weeds.
o In addition to the funding, Council supports this program through staff time which coordinates
the contractor to conduct the weed spraying, complete mapping, liaise with the community to
address weed problems and educate the community on noxious weeds (primarily what is and
isn’t treated and their obligations on their land).
o Prior to this two years of funding, we received three years of funding of $50,000 pa which paid
for the initial Roadside Weed and Pest Animal Control Plan to be developed, extensive
community engagement and survey on roadside weeds and treatment of roadside weeds.
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